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About This Game

This VR version of the game ICED, we have tried to make the highest quality immersion in the world of our game.

The main aim is to survive until a chopper with the rescue team arrives.

The gameplay: the player shall monitor the health indices; look for the items like food, water, medications, burner gas in the
possessions other fishermen left behind. These items will help him last for another several hours.

The player’s dreams will feature the challenges, determining his spirit and state of mind. The worse the latter are, the tougher it
is for the player to survive, while the challenges will become more and more complicated.

The events unfold in the abnormal weather conditions, the temperature can drop unexpectedly, putting the protagonist’s life at
risk – if he is far from the tent, it would be difficult to come back in poor visibility conditions and survive the extreme cold.

Recommendations for the game in ICED VR:

- sometimes the items have no logical use
- pay attention to find loot. Usually it is visible, or the snow above it looks different, dented

- use the signal gun when you hear the helicopter
- that would unfreeze the water, put it in the inventory or to heat the tent(all the water in the tent will melt through time). Don't

forget, you can collect snow in the bottle.
- Use the teleport to "jump" through the ice, enter the tent, or go out
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Title: ICED VR
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Anea_Duo_Dev
Publisher:
 Anea_Duo_Dev
Release Date: 28 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-6600K

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible Sound

English,Russian
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iced.vro e girl. iced.vro dog. iced.vro instagram. vremi iced coffee. iced vro girl. what did iced.vro do. iced.vro drama. iced vro
discord

The concept is a very interesting one. Understanding it's not far into it's development, the game looks good. I'm prepared for
when it reaches farther lengths.

A side note.

I'm not sure if you're handling it but I'm confused about the locomotion at this point, I cannot get into the tent currently and in
the trailer for the game it shows it to have a teleportation function tied to the entering of the tent. It only pushed me away when I
approach, so I'm either stupid or it's bugged, which is understandable.

The other is getting across the ice platform, I just really fall right off the edge. Other than that it's a very good game for being so
early in development. Worth the money if you are okay with waiting.. Not sure if the game is dead but it has been months since
the last update. Pretty good game but needs more content, it gets boring doing the same thing for a hour and theres no saving so
all progress is useless after you leave. The discord is basically dead theres no one on it. The only time i seen the devs replying to
anything its on the reviews. If the dev is reading this please respond i dont know if the game is dead or something happened..
3\/10
This appears, at first glance to be a great idea for a game, EXCEPT THEY FRGOT TO INCLUDE A TUTORIAL!!!

The instructions are unfathomable ("exit the tent to enter it")

So, we bumble around trying to figure out how to play, die a few times without knowing why (I was tired, I used a sleeping pill,
and died - why?), and then we give up.

. So, now Steam is allowing me to write a review for this game now, so I'll do just that.

I feel like the conversion of this game from a standard M+KB game into VR is a real example of the potential of VR.

I tried the demo for this game before it was VR and honestly, it was neat but I wasn't impressed by it enough to lay down the
duckets at the time on what I had seen. Though seeing it was now a VR title and honestly loving single player survival games like
this, I decided to give it a shot since the market in this genre for VR is sparce.

What I can say is that it is quite the experience, this game honestly feels like it was meant specifically for VR. I will comment
and say that this game ISN'T in early access, but it IS being worked on by the developers still, as more features are being added
and bugs are being fixed. It is somewhat difficult for me to play at the given moment due to small oversights, though I'd imagine
they'd be easy fixes that will come very soon.

But the things that do work are pretty impressive like having to walk out and use your actual hands to dig through piles of snow
to look for supplies, or sitting in your little tent and putting bait on your fishing rod to fish in the little sinkhole you have in your
tent, and then having to turn the portable stove to cook that fish you caught? I honestly find it all really cool and immersive and
if this is all they've got for now, I can only pray it keeps getting better because I think it can become something really great.

If you have VR and want to try something cool for cheap, 10 dollars for this isn't bad and I am sure if you gave it a shot, you'd
be impressed too.
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